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Significance of 350 

350 is the most important number in the world -it's what scientists say is 
the safe upper limit for carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Leading 
climatologists note that the planet faces both human and natural disaster if 
atmospheric concentrations of CO2 remain above 350 parts per million 
(ppm). It is therefore worrying that the current global level is at 
385.92ppm. 

In the lead up to the UNFCCC meeting in Copenhagen in December later 
this year, thousands of worldwide events on October 24 will advocate the 
need for world leaders to formulate effective policies that will allow global 
carbon emission rates to return to the safe level of 350 parts per million.  

For more information visit www.350.org

● ● ● 

Islam & the environment 

The environment is accorded reverence and respect in Islam. It’s among 
Allah’s marvelous master pieces. About 750 verses in the Holy Quran 
alluded to the many tangible and intangible benefits Man derives from it. 
Thus Man has a moral obligation to, not only appreciate, and sustain Allah’s 
blessings. 

However, Muslim Circles have not paid sufficient attention to environmental 
issues – especially in light of pertinent contemporary challenges such as 
climate change, and water, food and energy security. 

Environmental awareness amongst Muslims is low and there remains an 
opportunity to revive the Islamic environmental ethics fully into the psyche 
and hearts of Muslims. 

There is hence a need advocate for a greater sense of environmental 
awareness and action amongst Muslims – to complement and parallel 
national and global efforts as well as provide a basis of understanding Islam 
holistically amongst Muslims and non-Muslims alike. 

This event is organised in support of International Day of Climate 
Action. All are welcome to come  

Panel Discussion 

The Environment in Islam 
Ustaz Firdaus Yahya 

Vice President, PERGAS & 
Director, Darul Huffaz 

Muslim Environmental 
Groups at Work 

Ms. Siobhan Irving  
Anthropologist 

 
Championing 

Environmentalism  
Ms Nur Amira Abdul Karim 

ECO-Singapore Representative 
at COP15. 

 
Video Conference  

 Mr Wilson Ang, President 
ECO-Singapore, from Sweden  
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